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Searching for suitable measures to solve internal economic problems and

promote economic development, many third world countries have switched from

competitive to government-controlled trade of their agricultural staples. Such

government intervention has failed in many LDCs and researchers have

formulated models and made suggestions to alleviate the resulting distortions.

Modelling of agricultural price policy mostly has utilized price information only,

without considering stocks as a variable that influences prices.

This thesis develops a model in which both price and stock levels are state

controlled policy variables. It is assumed that the policy makers set price and

stock levels so as to optimize the expectation of a socially weighted sum of

incomes to producers, consumers, and government. An empirical application of

the model is employed to estimate the social welfare weights which government

implicitly has used during the past several decades.

The policy model is formulated in such a way that it enables us to assess

the rapid shifts that occurred in policy variables between the pre-reform (1961-79)

and post-reform (1980-86) period. Empirical results suggest that domestic coffee

demand and supply are price responsive. Short-run own price demand and supply

elasticities, -0.129 and 0.119 respectively, are consistent with findings of previous

studies. The estimated policy model implies that, before reform, consumer

incomes were weighted more highly than producer or government incomes when
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policy makers formulated coffee pricing and export policy. After reform,

government incomes were valued more highly than either consumer or producer

incomes. State policy makers therefore have lately shaped price and stock policy

with special regard to its effects on government revenues.
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AGRICULTURAL PRICE AND EXPORT POLICY:
THE 1980 COFFEE MARKETING REFORM IN EL SALVADOR

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to explain the major factors influencing coffee

prices and coffee reserve stocks in El Salvador. Emphasis is on modelling the

effects of the 1980 Salvadoran coffee pricing and export policy reform. The study

involves estimating the social welfare weights that have guided coffee policy

choices in the pre- and post-reform periods.

In this introduction, we discuss the general problem statement at hand, the

1980 coffee policy reform, Salvadoran coffee types and distribution channels, and

a review of the literature. The model specification is developed in chapter II.

Chapter III discusses data issues and estimation methods, and chapter IV presents

coffee supply and demand results. Policy model estimation and results are laid out

in chapter V. The study's major conclusions are provided in chapter VI.

Background

El Salvador is the smallest country in Central America (21,160 km2) and

has one of the highest population densities in the world: 229 people per km2 in

1986. The country is bordered on the north by Honduras, on the south by the

Pacific Ocean, on the west by Guatemala, and on the east by Nicaragua and the

Fonseca Gulf.

Agriculture is the main economic activity in El Salvador, as it is for many

less developed countries (LDCs). Traditionally, agriculture has accounted for the



majority of the labor force. According to estimates (MAG, 1985:61), agriculture

accounted for 39.7 percent of total employment in 1985. Certainly, this sector

contributes substantially to the Gross National Product (GNP). Central Reserve

Bank (BCR, 1985) data indicates agriculture accounted for an average 25.4

percent of the economy during the period 1978-83. By the same token, coffee

production represented 18.1 percent of total GNP in 1979 and 8.75 percent in

1983. Coffee is El Salvador's main crop and main exportable commodity,

responsible for the greatest injection of foreign currency. Coffee export value

expressed in (0) Salvadoran colones (o 1,688.1 million) was 59.7 percent of total

Salvadoran export value in 1979.

Policy Context

Agricultural pricing and storage policy is the application of a set of

instruments through which government attempts to alter private sector resource

allocation in order to meet certain development objectives (Stevens and Jabara

1988). Government intervention in LDCs affects production, marketing, and

consumption of agricultural commodities and inputs. Policy objectives often are

explicitly stated in national plans.

Commonly pursued objectives of pricing policy are: (1) Stabilizing or

reducing consumer food prices, (2) maintaining uninterrupted food supplies (food

security), (3) stabilizing or maintaining producer prices to guarantee incentives for

production, (4) reaching food self-sufficiency (reducing imports), (5) providing

government revenue through taxation, (6) increasing foreign exchange earnings,

and (7) promoting industrialization (Stevens and Jabara, 1988).

In El Salvador, the Ministry of Agriculture [Ministerio de Agricultura y

GanaderIa, (MAG)] is responsible for implementing agricultural price and export

policies. Although pricing policy objectives 1 through 7 above often have been

discussed by Salvadoran government officials, pricing and export policy before

2
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1980 is said to have been primarily oriented toward large-scale producers and

processor-exporters.1

In the late 1970s Salvadoran agricultural price and export policy became an

instrument for wealth redistribution. In fact, the coffee policy reform was part of a

package of reforms carried out in an attempt to reduce political and economic

instability resulting from perceived structural problems.2

By October 1979, trade, land and banking systems had been fundamentally

changed. However, a devastating civil war has affected El Salvador since then, and

macroeconomic indicators such as gross national product (GNP), private and

public investment, and aggregate demand and supply have dropped because of the

conflict. Reduced private investment has led to diminished production,

employment, wages, and total incomes. As Platt (1987) suggests, the labor force is

now affected by widespread unemployment, the business sector is disgruntled by

the austerity measures taken in 1986, and the guerrilla movement continues its

economic sabotage. Agriculture is probably the most directly affected by this,

since the civil war takes place primarily in rural areas.

The 1980 Coffee Pricing and Export Policy Reform

Prior to 1980, there was light government intervention in the Salvadoran

coffee industry through the Salvadoran Coffee Company [CompañIa Salvadoreña

de Café, (COSCAFE)], which often will be referred to in this study as the

marketing board. However, the private sector controlled all activities related to

coffee production and trade.

Since the early 80s, government intervention in the Salvadoran coffee

market has increased. An objective of such intervention (MIPLAN 1980, 1983,

1984, 1985) was to eliminate "leakages" of foreign currency that had occurred

when export revenue was held overseas in the form of investments, private

savings, or consignments (insurance costs, interest, and storage costs paid by

exporters). The government's goal was to reinvest this revenue in El Salvador for
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economic development purposes. In order to accomplish this, the government

intended to replace private sector with government export trading. The new state

marketing board Instituto Nacional del Café, (INCAFE)], which replaced

COSCAFE, was responsible for carrying out the new policy in accordance with the

national development plans.

As stated in the 1979 INCAFE Law of Creation (Ley de Creación del

INCAFE, 1979), INCAFE's functions are as follows: (1) to trade coffee at both

domestic and foreign levels, making possible low consumer coffee prices,

profitable prices for producers, and fair wages for workers; (2) to stimulate

domestic development by capturing and retaining foreign currency from coffee

exports; (3) to collect export taxes so that the coffee industry can provide

adequate revenue for government welfare programs.

Spokesmen for the coffee industry (FUSADES, 1985) have said producers

suffered losses as a result of the new 1980 state export and pricing policies.3 Some

commentators have claimed that the reform has resulted in unemployment and

reduced labor incomes during the past nine years.4 Others argue that the coffee

recession is not necessarily a consequence of the reform but can be attributed,

among other factors, to the civil war and to an unequal economic structure [Lopez

(1986:390).

The macro effects claimed to result from the coffee reform have been

financial insolvency of numerous coffee firms, declining coffee export revenue

taxes, and increasing rural unemployment (Proceso, 1988). Specifically, annual

coffee output has fallen 21.2 percent, coffee land area has fallen 10.1 percent,

productivity has dropped 5 percent, exports 36.6 percent, export taxes 43.9

percent, and real coffee harvesting wages 28.4 percent during the 1979-85 period

[LOpez, (1986:396,401)].



Salvadoran Coffee Types: Marketing and Processing of Coffee

Coffee processing in the present study is the industrial process by which

coffee is changed from fresh grape (cherry) to either parchment (vellum) or green

(gold) coffee. Traditionally, a number of different types of Salvadoran coffee have

been produced and traded. To gain understanding of the marketing process, it is

important to understand these types, as the Salvadoran coffee distribution

channels before the reform were related to coffee type. Liévano de Cáceres

(1980) points out that Salvadoran coffee production is divided between: (1)

natural coffees and (2) washed coffees. Natural coffees --those not exposed to any

transformation at processing plants-- may be further divided into (1) raw or fresh

grape (cherry), (2) parrot, and (3) gathered. Washed coffees (those exposed to a

wet process6), on the other hand, can be divided into: (1) fine washed, (2)

washed's undertow, (3) floater, (4) washed's foam, and (5) others.7 As discussed by

INCAFE (1988), washed coffee must be exposed to a drying and husking process

before it becomes green coffee.8

Distribution Channels

Domestic and Foreign Coffee Markets before Reform

Figure 1 depicts the Salvadoran coffee industry prior to the reform period.

We observe in figure 1 that producers, both individual and cooperative, were the

first link in the domestic marketing process. Some producers owned processing

plants. The second link consisted of wholesalers, board-owned (COSCAFE)

processing plants, and privately-owned processing plants. Instant coffee

manufacturers and COSCAFE formed the third link. Finally, foreign and domestic

markets (retailers and consumers) constituted the fourth link.
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Figure 1. Coffee marketing before reform in El Salvador.
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Generally, farmers would sell raw coffee to board-or privately owned

processing plants, or they would sell to the board (COSCAFE) itself, either

directly or via wholesalers. Processing plants sold their parchment coffee to

COSCAFE, to instant-coffee manufacturers, or directly to foreign markets. Some

instant-coffee manufacturers also bought coffee from wholesalers. Like processing

plants, instant-coffee manufacturers sold their product both on the domestic and

foreign markets. Hence, both the private sector (instant coffee manufacturers and

processing plants) and the marketing board were processors and sellers to both

domestic and foreign coffee markets.

Whereas COSCAFE and processing plants in the pre-reform period

exported green and parchment coffee only, instant-coffee manufacturers had

exclusive right to export instant coffee. COSCAFE assigned export quotas to

processing plants via the National Coffee Department (NCD), based on those

fixed by the International Coffee Organization (ICO) for Salvadoran coffee in the

world market (Campos Escalante et al, 1988). Private processing plants exported

on their own or via marketing agents in foreign countries.

In addition to processing, private processing plants were active in

transporting and storing coffee and in financing small and medium-scaled

producers. Processors would borrow money either from COSCAFE or from the

banking system, then make loans to producers. The latter could sell their crop in

advance to private processing plants at a price fixed by the plant.

Data for 1979 (MIPLAN, 1980) gives some idea of pre-reform market

structure. Seventeen of the 83 processing plant owner-exporters processed

approximately 70 percent of the raw coffee. Other private firms and COSCAFE

shared the remaining 30 percent. Thus, the board lacked the market power to

influence either domestic producer or consumer prices or to affect much the

volume sold in the world market. Producer and consumer prices were market

determined. It is possible that processors formed a sort of coffee oligopoly, that is,

that there was interdependence among processors' actions and profits. A

producer's price was set through a purchase agreement, based at least partly on



the world price, signed by both producer and processor-buyer. The agreement

came in the form of contract with a specified delivery date. Producer price was

determined in colones by subtracting the export tax and the processing cost (or

processor's fee) from the f.o.b. world price. This world price was based on the

current price (an average of daily transactions) in the New York market for the

type of coffee traded at the given date.9

Domestic and Foreign Coffee Markets after Reform

The flow chart of post-reform coffee marketing is depicted in figure 2.

Producers (individuals and cooperative) are the first link in the marketing process,

just as before reform. Wholesalers and private, board, and cooperative processing

plants are the second link. Instant-coffee manufacturers and INCAFE constitute

the third link, and domestic retailers, consumers, and foreign markets the last link.

Since the reform, INCAFE has issued coffee processing licenses to some

private processing plants and to certain small and medium producer-processors

(individuals or cooperatives) (INCAFE, 1988). Private sector organizations such as

ASCAFE (the Salvadoran Coffee Association) and ABECAFE (the Coffee

Processors and Exporters Association) still exist, although their participation in

foreign trade has been eliminated. (They are considered as producers and private

processing plants in the flow chart). Producers have the option of selling their

output to whomever they wish.

Consumer price is still market determined. INCAFE sets producer price by

June of each year prior to coffee harvest (November through February). Domestic

producer price calculation is based upon the average ponderable f.o.b. export price,

which is the value per unit of volume sold abroad,including both green and

exportable washed's undertow coffees (INCAFE, 1988). According to INCAFE

(1988), producer price of fresh grape coffee is determined as follows: ponderable

f.o.b. export price minus an export tax, and INCAFE's expenditures, times a

diminution reflecting the assumed weight ratio of green to fresh grape coffee.'°

8
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Literature Review

In most underdeveloped countries, government intervention has

traditionally been applied to both domestic and foreign markets through direct

subsidies, taxes, pricing, and production control. Stevens and Jabara (1988:393-

400) have pointed out that the most widely used price policy vehicles in the less

developed countries (LDCs) are: (1) product prices; (2) agricultural input prices;

(3) export taxes; (4) marketing boards; and (5) exchange, interest, and wage rate

controls. Government participation in agricultural production may lead in some

cases to increased agricultural capital investment (Stevens and Jabara, 1988:393-

400). As Pollard and Graham (1985) have stated, government intervention in

agricultural price determination in LDCs can stabilize price earnings, promote the

development of certain crops, attract revenues, or increase foreign exchange

earnings.

Switching from a competitive to a controlled market affects income

distribution, social welfare, producer and consumer domestic prices, and export

volume. Changes in real income associated with price intervention could be

quantified by adding up consumer and producer 'deadweight losses" using

Hicksian compensated demands (Bale, 1979). Deadweight or efficiency loss is the

sum of consumer and producer surplus reductions due to the lessened volume

traded in a monopolist or oligopoloid market. However, welfare changes

encompass more than just deadweight losses, including for example redistribution

of income or wealth.

Although state intervention has been carried out for more than two

decades in LDCs, it has only been in recent years that this type of intervention

has been incorporated into trade models of Latin American, Asian, and African

countries. The findings of these studies suggest that state price intervention should

be carefully examined and that LDC policy makers ought to consider the

advantages of free agricultural trade in achieving development goals.

10
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For instance, Bautista (1986) concluded that Philippine government policy

makers need to liberalize food prices, export taxes, and exchange rates to increase

agricultural income. Bautista's model of the Philippine agricultural industry

employed a normalized quadratic profit function, the first derivatives of which are

output supply and input demand equations linear with respect to input and output

prices.

Pollard and Graham (1985) evaluated Jamaican regulation of agricultural

exports of cocoa, coffee, bananas, sugar cane, citrus, and coconut. Their starting

point was the Boards' profit equation, from which they obtain first order

conditions determining producer prices needed to achieve certain Board

objectives. The authors compared controlled producer prices in Jamaica with

world prices and found the variance of those world prices exceeds the variance of

controlled Jamaican prices. That is, the Boards have tended to stabilize domestic

prices. The Boards' price stabilization policy "has smoothed the fluctuation in

farmgate prices vis-a-vis world prices.' (Pollard and Graham, 1985).

The authors also formulated a logarithmic supply function for export crops

and tested the hypothesis that farmers do not respond to producer prices. Pollard

and Graham concluded that the Jamaican boards' pricing policies have been

inefficient in terms of the maximization of their own profits and of foreign

exchange earnings, and that farmers do respond positively to prices.

Sarris and Freebairn (1983) modeled international wheat prices in an

oligopoly market in which stocks are held constant and the world price is taken as

given by every trading country. Each country is assumed to be concerned with its

domestic objectives only and not with other countries' objectives. The authors

study the impact of domestic trade policies on world market prices by using excess

demand and supply functions for each trading country. They argue that the net

effects of domestic price policies can be modeled as the solution to a set of

domestic welfare optimization problems.

Sarris and Freebairn's model provides a powerful methodology for

illustrating how a government sets policy so as to maximize a welfare objective
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function for its society. In such a function, weighted producer, consumer, and

taxpayer gains (or losses), and domestic preferences for stability of producer and

consumer price, are arguments which are traded off against one another. This

approach assumes that differences in domestic and international prices can be

maintained only by an active government policy.

In applying their model to major wheat exporting and importing countries,

the authors' find that, with few exceptions, LDC governments assign higher

weights to consumers than to producers. They argue also that free trade would

likely bring higher average world prices and greater price stability.

Although the above studies stress the role of price and export policy in

welfare optimization, they do not examine stockholding policy, which in fact

influences price determination.

A recent study by Ahmed and Rustagi (1987) helped alleviate this gap in

the African and Asian context. The authors developed a broad theoretical

framework for stockholding policy analysis and stressed its importance in price

policy making. They concluded that market efficiency is linked to producer and

consumer incentives provided by an efficient macroeconomic policy. Market

structure and efficiency, they said, is reflected in the price gaps between (a) final

consumer price and producer price, and (b) prices separated by time and place.

For Ahmed and Rustagi, state intervention shrinks the market and makes it

unstable, particularly when inequalities exist between large and small farmers,

such as is the case in underdeveloped countries.

The work reported by Rausser and Freebairn (1974) contains a theoretical

framework for specifying, estimating, and evaluating policy preference functions.

In their analysis, the authors emphasize consumer and producer welfare through

the specification of a set of welfare objective functions applicable to United States

beef trade policy. To reveal policy preferences over a range of variations of the

argument variables, Rausser and Freebairn employ a quadratic welfare function

derived from the first three terms of a Taylor series expansion on a true

(unknown) function.
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Tolley et al (1982:117-38) used a model incorporating government cost as a

basic tool for analyzing price policy effects. This model is based on a producer

and consumer surplus framework, where elasticities with respect to price and

income changes are used to measure consumer and producer welfare and

government cost. The model follows three basic assumptions: (1) demand price of

a commodity is based on the consumer's willingness to pay, (2) supply price is

based on producer's willingness to sell, and (3) consumer and producer surpluses

may be added together. Applying the model to Korean rice trade, the authors

concluded that if government expenditures are not financed through taxes,

intervention will result in inflation with negative effects on consumer and

producer welfare. Specifically, inflation would lead to income redistribution from

borrowers to private creditors.

The approach used in the present thesis is based on the model proposed by

Buccola and Sukume (1990). The authors developed a model of price

determination based on the assumption that demand and supply are linear and

that producer and consumer willingness-to-pay are, respectively, represented by

producer and (Marshallian) consumer surplus. A quadratic storage cost in the

stock level for government is assumed as well. Their study proposes a framework

for testing what is the optimizing policy model used by the government of a

developing country when setting producer and consumer prices and stock levels.

Buccola and Sukume studied the Zimbabwean maize price and stock policy, and

their framework suggests that Zimbabwe policy makers have considered maize as

an export commodity. Their estimated consumer weights are slightly below those

of state board and producers.

In particular, our approach employs Buccola and Sukume's case 2, which

deals with a known direction of world trade. Their model is based on a social

welfare function in which a weighted sum of producer and consumer surplus and

taxpayers gains are traded off. A unique feature of the model is the inclusion of

stocks as a relevant policy variable.

The Buccola and Sukume model is appropriate for this thesis because it
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allows us to estimate weights historically assigned by policy makers to board

income, consumer surplus, and producer surplus. This will be useful for evaluating

the coffee pricing and export policy reform in El Salvador.



CHAPTER II

MODEL SPECIFICATION AND POLICY FRAMEWORK

The basic assumption used in the model proposed in this thesis is that

policy makers seek to maximize expected social welfare, incorporating producer

and consumer welfare, government gains, and price stability goals. These welfare

components are influenced by consumer prices, producer prices, and stocks. It will

be assumed that the commodity in question --Salvadoran coffee-- may be

consumed locally or exported. Annual allocation between local consumption and

exports is determined simultaneously with stockholding.

Estimates of Coffee Domestic Demand and Supply Functions

At the domestic level, consumer and producer behavior may be modelled

by using demanded and supplied quantities which are price-responsive, i.e.,

Qd (P, Zd, u+1)

(S IDS 7- t' V4

where Q1 and Q+1 are domestic quantities of demanded and supplied coffee in

year t + 1, respectively; P and P are the domestic price of coffee for consumers

and producers in year t; and Zd and Z are vectors of other demand and supply

shifters. In the present study, Zd consists of domestic consumer cocoa price (PC),

disposable income (Id), and a dummy variable (D) to be discussed later. Vector

Z consists of the lagged fertilizer price (pf) Demand and supply reflected in

equations (2.1) and (2.2) need not be in equilibrium because the government can

15

(2.1)

(2.2)
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change its stockholdings.

Unless otherwise indicated, the analysis that follows will assume a direct

price intervention policy of the state marketing board. Quantities Qd and QS are,

regardless of time period, endogenous since they are determined within the system

of equations (2.1)-(2.2). Cocoa price, fertilizer price, and world coffee price are

exogenous variables.

Domestic producer price clearly is a control or policy variable since it is set

directly by government. Producer price is considered a key economic-political

policy variable in El Salvador and usually is set by the board at a level lower than

the world price.

Consumer price is not fixed by the state marketing board directly.

However, the government closely monitors, and implicitly accepts, the price

determined by the market and for our purposes consumer price will be regarded

as a control variable.

Functional Form of Coffee Supply and Demand Estimates

To facilitate the analysis, the functional form for both supply and demand

will be assumed linear. These functional representations are given by

Q+ = S - S[P + S2.P + + 54.D + (2.3)

= Yo + y1'P + Y2'P + y3.Q1 + (2.4)

where 45, y,..., y3 are parameters and u+1, v1 are random errors.

Hypothesized parameter signs are 2' 63, 64 > 0; c5 > 0; y, y3 > 0; and Y2 <0.

The basic assumptions for regression model (2.3), (2.4) are given in Appendix A.

Money-denominated variables P', P, I, P, and P are deflated by dividing

them with the Salvadoran consumer price index (Dec. 1978 = 100) so that

inflation effects are approximately eliminated. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) assume

that cocoa, rather than tea, is the principal demand substitute for coffee in El
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Salvador. The most common hot beverages are coffee and cocoa in El Salvador.

Dummy variable D is included in demand model (2.3) to account for

rapid coffee demand shifts that occurred during the seven years following the

coffee policy reform. D is a zero-one variable having a value of one for

observations in the post-reform (1980-86) period and zero otherwise. It is

hypothesized that during the post-reform period, livestock reductions in war areas

of El Salvador increased milk prices, switching consumer demand from milk to

coffee. In addition, increases in prices of sodas during the last decade probably

have led to greater coffee demand. Exact data on soda and milk prices are not

readily available.

Supply function (2.4) follows the Nerlovian approach, which has been used

by a number of researchers including French and Mathews (1971), Saylor (1974),

Tomek (1972), and Askari and Cummings (1976). Nerlove formulated a model in

which observed supply is a function of lagged observed price and lagged observed

output (Nerlove, 1958:25). The basic idea behind Nerlove's approach is that

supply responds to earlier as well as to recent values of the exogenous variables.

Including the lagged dependent variable as a regressor reflects this fact by

inducing an infinite sequence of lags on each of the other exogenous variables

included. The weights on these lagged variables decline geometrically as one

moves from the recent to the more distant past. This Nerlovian approach, the so

called partial adjustment model, can generally be represented as

Yt = ay + yI3X + (1-y)Y1 + YE 0'(?1 (2.5)

where --the coefficient of adjustment-- and (1-y) are weights. Iteratively solving

model (2.5), we obtain

Yt = ay + yX + [(1-y)Y4 + (1-y)2Y2 + ... +

+ (1-y)YJ + '(Ut

Ut ?6t + (l'()ti + (1-y)2c2 + ... + (1-y)c (2.5')
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or = ay + y/3X + E_0(1-y)'Y + (2.5")

in which the error is a moving-average error process. Equation (2.5) would

represent a short run supply function for coffee, which may not be equal to the

long-run function. Once we estimate (2.5) and obtain the estimate of y, we derive

the long-run supply by dividing ay and yB with y. In the long-run all adjustments

have taken place, so Y1is omitted. Thus, we have

=a+/3X+ (2.6)

Y in (2.6) represents long run optimal coffee supply in (2.4); X in (2.6)

represents producer and fertilizer prices in (2.4). In any given period, actual value

of Y in (2.5) may not adjust completely to such optimal output. Reasons include

technical constraints, weather conditions, and war factors leading to abandoned

Salvadoran coffee plantations. In any event, the Nerlove partial adjustment model

is appropriate here because coffee production features: (1) a long gestation period

(about four years) between planting and initial harvest; (2) a prolonged period of

output stemming from an initial investment decision, and (3) gradual depreciation

of productive plant capacity (French and Mathews, 1971). For these reasons,

current coffee production should be affected by past as well as by more recent

producer and fertilizer prices.

Supply and demand models (2.3) and (2.4) are an essential part of the

Salvadoran coffee objective function from which our policy model is derived.

Policy Framework

The basic premise of our policy framework is that a trade-off occurs among

groups' benefits. Trade-offs are reflected in the utilitarian form of the social

welfare function W:
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where is average distribution cost per unit from warehouses to processing plants

and B is average assembly cost per unit from producers to depot.

W = A.PS + + )tgG (2.7)

where A Ad, Ag (EA = 1) are weights assigned to producer surplus PS; consumer

surplus CS; and taxpayer, government, or marketing board income G. We assume

that producer and consumer willingness-to-pay are represented by producer and

consumer (Marshallian) surplus, respectively.

Government (Marketing Board) Income

Since El Salvador is a net coffee exporter, the government knows that it is

going to earn part of its revenues from such exports. As explained in the

first chapter, government intervened in coffee trading not only before but also

during the 1980's reform period. Government coffee income consists of export and

domestic sales revenues less purchase costs from farmers and less processing and

storage costs.

As stated in the first chapter, in the month of June of year t, prior to

coffee harvest in year t + 1, the board sets producer price P which processing

plants must pay farmers. At the same time, it "setst consumer price P in the sense

of tacitly accepting the market price monitored at that time. The government

guarantees that all coffee supplied by producers will be purchased at price P and

that all coffee demanded by private Salvadoran processing plants and instant-

coffee manufacturers will be sold at price P.

Under this type of intervention, the board's domestic revenue and purchase

costs in year t +1 are, respectively,

Q1.(P-a) (6 - 51.P + 62Zd + ui)'(P-a) (2.8)

Q1.(P+i3) = (Yo + y1P + + v1).(P+f3) (2.9)



GR+1 = [S
+ QS Qd ].(P''1 - T),t+1 t+1
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At the end of year t, the government is assumed to decide on the coffee

export quantity for year t+ 1. Equivalently, it decides on the quantity of coffee

stocks it will carry over into the next year. Letting X1 be the quantity exported

in t+ 1, St be beginning stocks (stocks carried into t), and S1 be ending stocks

(stocks carried into t+ 1), exports and stocks are related by

St + Q+i - Q+i = AX+1 + X+1

where AX is actual exports and XH1 is exportable surplus. Letting

AS = S1 - S and rearranging,

Q+i - Q+i - A5+i AX1 (2.11)

ASt may be negative but 5+ > 0 always. If ASi > 0, then El Salvador is

currently building up coffee stocks.

For purposes of this study, exportable surplus X1 is assumed to be valued

at current world price That is, carryover stocks S+1 are valued at the world

price P1 which the board could have earned had it exported the stocks rather

than held them. With this in mind, government revenue (cost) from trading can be

modelled as

(2.12)

where T represents any discounts from export price which government must pay

for transport or brokerage services.

The board or its agents incur variable as well as fixed costs in coffee

storage. Such expenditures include handling, chemicals and fumigation expenses at

the warehouse, depreciation expenses, and interest on capital equipment on the

coffee stored. If we assume with Buccola and Sukume (1990) that these costs are

quadratic in the stocks level, the board's total storage cost C is

C = cS (2.13)



where c is a parameter.

Societal Income

When setting or tacitly agreeing to price and stock levels in year t,

government must act on its expectations about world market prices and about

random variables v1 affecting domestic coffee supply and demand in t+ 1.

That is, policy makers need to formulate an expectations model of these random

variables. Assuming that u1, and are distributed independently of one

another, expected government export revenue in time t+ 1 is

E(GR+1) = [S + E(Q+1) - - T] (2.14)

where E is the expectations operator and E(P''+1) is expectation in year t of

world price in year t+ 1.

Given that the government does not know the state of the world market in

year t+ 1, we assume it formulates its price and storage policy in year t so as to

maximize its expectation of the weighted sum of board, consumer, and producer

income:

E(Y+1) = Xg [E(GR+ ) +EQ1 (P- a)-EQ+i 13) -cS2I

+ dtfQld1t (2.15)
pd

+ A3EfQ1dP:
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Here is weighted total income, is the reciprocal of one plus the social

discount rate (1/1+i),1' and g' d' = 1) are assigned weights. Line 1 of



(2.15) is the weighted expectation of government export revenue plus domestic

sales revenue less coffee purchase costs and storage cost Lines (2) and (3) are,

respectively, the weighted expectation of consumer and producer surplus.

If we now substitute the linear demand (2.3) and supply (2.4) into lines 2

and 3 of (2.15), we get the policy maker objective function

MAX
P, P', St

.pd
82E(Zd)]

-(P;+ 13).[y+y.psy.E(Z)]..cS2}

+ 'd [f [ô0- 8 1P' 82.E(Zd)dPtd (2.16)
pd

+A[f[Y0+y1 .ps+?.E(Z)Idps

Substituting (2.14) and the Zd and Z shifters, and solving the integrals, we

get

22

E (Y+1) = Ag{St + (y + + y2.P1) - (S - +

+ &3'It + 64.D)].(P'1 - T)

+ (Pd
- a).(50 - + + 63It + 64.D)

- (PS + f3).(y0 + + y2.Pi1) - cS}

+ Ad{[SO + 62.P + 63It + 84Dt]/2c51

-
pd + 1/2 61

(pd)2
- 82 E(Zd) pd}

+ 5[0 P + 1/2 (PS)2
+ y2 E(Z5) ps]

(2.16')
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As pointed out by Buccola and Sukume (1990), expression (2.16) is quasi-

concave in prices assuming that ).g is sufficiently large. If we now take first

derivatives with respect to policy variables P, P, and S1, and set them equal to

zero, we obtain first order conditions for optimal Salvadoran coffee price and

export policy:

P = + a1.E(P'1) + (1 - al).(62/8l).E(Zd)

P = b0 + b1.E(P''+1) - (1 - (2.17)

SH1 = c0 + c1.{E(P'+1) -

where (Appendix B)

a0 = [(a - T) + (8o/8).(1 - d/g)1/(2 -

a1 = 1/(2 -

b0 = [(- 13 -T) - (y/y)'(1 - s/ig)1/(2 - s/g)

b1 = 1/(2 -

c0 = 0

ci = 1/2c

The formulated model will allow us to estimate social welfare weights as a

consequence of the coffee price and export policy reform in El Salvador.



CHAPTER III

DATA ISSUES AND METHODS OF ESTIMATION

Prices

Coffee Producer Price

Annual coffee producer prices were obtained from the Central Reserve

Bank of El Salvador. Fresh grape (raw) coffee producer prices are published

regularly in the Reserve Bank's Statistics Magazine (Revista de EstadIsticas). The

Salvadoran government announces producer prices four months prior to the

harvest season, so that growers can perfectly forecast producer prices well ahead

of production time. Producer prices in this study are expressed in colones per

metric ton (MT) and are deflated with the Salvadoran consumer price index (Dec.

1978 100). Consumer price index (CPI) data were obtained from Economic and

Social Indicators (Indicadores Económicos y Sociales)--a publication of the El

Salvador Ministry of Planning, (MIPLAN).

Fertilizer Price
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Annual fertilizer (ammonium sulphate) prices paid by Salvadoran

farmers are published in US $/MT in Fertilizer Yearbook. An Annual Review of

World Production. Consumption and Trade--a publication of the Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAQ). These prices are

subsidized and therefore controlled by the Salvadoran government. Published data

on ammonium sulphate were available only for two periods, 1960-1962 and 1973-

1986. Prices from 1963 to 1965 and from 1967 to 1972 were therefore



extrapolated. The method employed was to regress 1973-1986 Salvadoran

ammonium sulphate prices on ammonium sulphate prices paid by Peruvian

farmers in US dollars and on a time trend. The following linear regression

equation was estimated:

P 163.12 + 0.585.P + 33.575.T (3.1)
(2.135)' (2.607)

R2 = 0.544

where is Salvadoran fertilizer price, P is Peruvian fertilizer price, T is the

time trend, and numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. Peruvian ammonium

sulfate prices also are available from FAO's Fertilizer Yearbook.

Once the regression equation was estimated, values of Peruvian price P

for 1963-65 and 1967-72 were substituted into the equation and predicted values

of P obtained. The resulting time series data for Salvadoran fertilizer prices

were multiplied by the /US$ market exchange rate in El Salvador, then deflated

with the CPI. Annual market exchange rates are published by the International

Financial Statistics Yearbook, a publication of the International Monetary Fund

(IMF).

Coffee Consumer Price

Annual 1969-86 data on coffee consumer prices in El Salvador (averages of

prices for lower quality ground and instant coffee) are available in colones ()/1b

in MIPLAN's Economic and Social Indicators. Unfortunately, data for 1960-68 are

unavailable from this source and had to be extrapolated. Extrapolation consisted

of regressing the Salvadoran domestic consumer price on the world coffee price,

then using the equation to derive predicted values of consumer price for the

missing-data years. The regression model fitted was:

25
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P'1 = 2.009 + 0.044.P' (3.2)
(3.767)

R2 = 0.486

where P is coffee consumer price in El Salvador in ()/MT, P' is coffee world

price in (o)/MT, and the number in parenthesis is the t-value.

Data on P' were obtained from Statistics on Coffee (WP-Agreement No.

15/88 Rev.1), published by the International Coffee Organization. The resulting

time series data for Salvadoran coffee consumer price were deflated with the

Salvadoran CPI.

A comparison between coffee producer price P and coffee world price P'

is depicted in figure 3. Note that P has been above P' only during the 1976-79

period. One possible explanation for the difference observed during such period

may be the rapid increase in the market exchange rate (Appendix C).

Cocoa Consumer Price

Annual domestic consumer prices for tablet-form cocoa are published in

colones (0)/lb in MIPLAN's Economic and Social Indicators (Indicadores

EconOmicos y Sociales). The data are available only for years 1969-1985. Thus,

cocoa price data from 1960 to 1968, and for 1986, were estimated using linear

extrapolation. The method was to regress domestic cocoa consumer price on the

world price of cocoa, then to use this equation in conjunction with 1960-85 and

1986 world cocoa prices to derive predicted values of the corresponding

Salvadoran cocoa prices. The regression model, estimated from 1969-80 data, was

P = 0.803 + 0.017.P (3.3)
(6.240)

= 0.796

where P is Salvadoran consumer price, P, is world cocoa price, and the
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number in parenthesis is the t-statistic.

Data on P, were obtained from FAO's Commodity Review and Outlook.

Finally, cocoa consumer prices were deflated with the Salvadoran CPI.

World Prices

Three alternative models of expectations of the world price of coffee were

developed for this study. We have used these models because, in the first place,

we do not know how the government policy makers forecast the coffee world

price. Furthermore, we wanted to have more confidence in our price forecast by

looking at the resulting likelihood values and the stocks coefficients (c1) of each

one of them. They were calculated as follows:

Declining-weight moving average forecaster

= (P1 + + (3.4)

where E.1(P') is the expectation in year t-1 of the world price in year t. This

expectations model is a moving average one in which the weights decline

geometrically with time. It was estimated by minimizing over 1960-86 data the

sum of squared errors from the above equation. The estimated weight was

A = 0.9

Simple moving average forecaster

E..1(P') = (AP'.1 + ).P'2 + (3.5)

This moving average model employs equal positive weights for each year

employed in the lag. It therefore essentially assumes that the statistical relation
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between past and future world price is the same for first, second, and third degree

lags.

(3) Waive or random walk forecaster

E1(P'')- It-i

This model implies that current world price P'1 is the expected value of

next year's world price P' and therefore forms the best forecast of next year's

price.

For each of the three models, current world price (P'') in dollars per MT

was multiplied by the current colones/dollar market exchange rate so that prices

were expressed in colones/MT. All price data were deflated using the Salvadoran

CPI. Data were converted from a per-lb to a per-MT basis by multiplying by

2173.91 (one MT is 2173.91 lbs.)

Disposable Income

National income was used as a proxy for personal disposable income and is

expressed in this study in millions of colones/year. Salvadoran income data were

obtained from the IMF's International Financial Statistics and deflated with the

Salvadoran CPI.

Dummy Variables

Data for the thesis may be divided into two periods, 1960-1979 (the pre-

reform period) and 1980-1986 (the post-reform period). A dummy variable (1 if

1980-86, zero otherwise) is used to account for upward shifts in coffee

(3.6)



consumption during the post-reform period and to permit social welfare weights

g' d' ) to change from the pre-reform to the post-reform period.

Quantities

Supply quantities Q used in this research represent farmer production in

metric tons (MT) per year. Annual data on were obtained from Foreign

Agricultural Circular: Coffee - World Situation (August. 1989)--a publication of

the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Data on domestic coffee

consumption Q and for coffee stocks S were obtained from the same source. Q

is identified by USDA as "domestic use."

As we can see in figure 4, domestic coffee consumption Q has been quite

stable for both the pre-reform period (1960-79) and post-reform period (1980-86).

Note from the same figure that coffee supply Q showed a steadily rising tendency

during the early post-reform phase. We also notice that both production and

actual exports AX fluctuated during the entire time period covered in this thesis.

Stocks S showed also a steadily ascending trend through 1975 --a period

characterized as stable for the Salvadoran economy-- then dropped through 1979.

Stocks rise for the first two years after the reform, then decreased through 1986, is

coincident with the reduction in farm production. The civil war affecting El

Salvador since the late 1970s is likely to be one of the main reasons for such

decreasing tendencies in Q after the reform phase.
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Figure 4. Production, domestic use, exports, and stocks
of green coffee in El Salvador, 1960-86.
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CHAPTER IV

COFFEE SUPPLY AND DEMAND RESULTS

Demand

Results of estimating equations (2.3) and (2.4) by OLS are reported in

table 1. All demand regression parameters have the hypothesized signs and the R2

of 0.864 does suggest a strong degree of linear association among dependent and

independent variables. Not all estimates were significant at the 5 percent level at

22 degrees of freedom (do, but we believe that coffee consumer price and cocoa

consumer price must be independent variables in the demand model. The Durbin-

Watson (DW) statistic (1.822) lies between the lower and upper limits (0.86 and

1.94) at the 5 percent level at 22 degrees of freedom, suggesting first order serial

correlation AR(1) is indeterminate in the case of the demand function. The own-

price demand elasticity of -0.129 implies that a one percent increase in real

consumer coffee price will lead to about a 0.13 percent decrease in domestic

consumption of coffee, everything else constant. This own price elasticity is not

too far from the -0.253 estimated by Gujarati for coffee demand in the United

States (Gujarati, 1988).12 The cross price elasticity of 0.208 indicates that a one

percent increase in real cocoa consumer price, coffee price constant, will augment

coffee demand by about 0.21 percent. Demand responsiveness therefore is slightly

higher with respect to cocoa price than to coffee price. Real disposable income

elasticity is 0.462, suggesting that a one percent income increase will raise coffee

demand by a little less than 0.5 percent.

The inclusion of the dummy variable in the demand model permits an

intercept change after the reform period. Results suggest that, all else constant,

the post-reform demand quantity was on average 2774.7 MT greater than before
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Table 1. Coffee Demand and Supply Response Relationships
for El Salvador, 19601986.a

33

Mean Q = 144460 sd Q = 28433.000 rho = -0.283
Durbin-h = -2.784 R2 0.337 df 23

F stat from Mean = 3.900 F stat from Zero = 168.720

Supply: Long-run Model

Constant 144751.402

Coffee Producer Price P (a/MT) 8.755

Fertilizer Price 1 (c/MT) -11.802

(a) Value in parentheses are t-statistic. Prices and disposable income were deflated
using the consumer price index (Dec. 1978 = 100). Quantities demanded and
supplied are in MT.

Variable Name Estimated
Coefficient

Elasticity at the Mean
Short-run Long-Run Mean

Constant

Demand

3774.600

Coffee Consumer Price P' (c/MT) -7.754 -0.129 15949.81
(-1.221)

Cocoa Consumer Price P (c/MT) 35.527 0.208 5745.09
(1.709)

Disposable Income I (Million ) 0.819 0.462 5529.60
(6.218)

Dummy (D196 = 0; D1 = 1) 2774.700 0.073
(3.444)

Mean Q = 9797.780 sd Q 1365.200 rho
Durbin Watson = 1.822 R2= 0.864 df =

F stat from Mean = 34.788 F stat from Zero =

Supply: Short-run Model

= 0.071
22

880.154

Constant 77442.000

Coffee Producer Price P (c/MT) 4.684 0.119 0.222 3667.75
(1.588)

Fertilizer Price l (c/MT) -6.314 -0.115 -0.215 2655.95
(-1.189)

Output lagged one year Q (MT) 0.465 0.460 142904.00
(2.845)
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the reform. Note that the dummy variable is statistically significant at the five

percent level. Thus, we may accept the hypothesis that there was a positive shift in

coffee demand during the post-reform period.

From table 1 we can derive the following equations,

pre-reform (1960 to 1979):

= 3774.6 - 7.754P + 35.527P + 0.819I (4.1)

post-reform (1980 to 1986):

= (3774.6 + 2774.7) - 7.754P + 35.527P + 0.819I (4.2)

= 6549.3 - 7.754P + 35.527P + 0.819I

Supply

Supply regression coefficients were not all significant at the 5 percent level.

Although the low R2 value of 0.337 suggests the sample regression did not fit the

data "well", the model reported in table 1 was the best out of six models tried. All

supply models were estimated using OLS. The remaining models (not reported in

where P', P'1, are unlagged and lagged coffee wages, respectively, and all other

table 1) were:

= + + y2P + y3.P' + (4.3)

Q = + ?1P + + y3.P' + y4D + v (4.4)

Q = Yo + + + y3.P'1 + Vt (4.5)

Q = Yo + y1P + + y3P'i1 + y4D + v (4.6)

Q + + + y3D + y4.Q1 + Vt (4.7)
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variables are as defined previously. The main trouble found when fitting these

models was that producer and fertilizer prices coefficients generally had the wrong

signs.

Given that the supply model in table 1 is autoregressive, the Durbin-

Watson statistic may not be used to test for AR(1). The Durbin-h, which is a

large-sample test, is a more reliable way of testing for serial correlation in such

model and its value is also reported in table 1. Although the estimated h-statistic

is -2.784, leading us to suspect presence of negative serial correlation, this

conclusion is not totally reliable in view of the smallness of the sample size.

The Nerlovian supply specification gives significant coefficients for all

variables except the producer price. When the lagged dependent variable was

included, the model's explanatory power moderately improved, although

significance of the estimated own-price parameter dropped somewhat. A three or

four year gestation period for newly planted coffee, and the loss in future output

from tree removals occasioned by current price decreases, explains the

significance of the lagged dependent variable. Own-price elasticities at centroid

are relatively low and suggest inelastic responses to price changes in both the

short-run and long-run. Fertilizer price elasticities are similarly low.

Our estimate of the short-run own price elasticity is consistent with the

findings of previous studies, i.e., with the 0.117 estimated by Saylor (1974) for Sao

Paulo (Brazil). It is also consistent with the 0.08 elasticity which Arak (1967)

estimated for Minais Gerais (Brazil) coffee, and the 0.07 he estimated for 1934-64

Colombian coffee. Bacha (1968) derived an elasticity of 0.14 for 1943-69 African

coffee. On the other hand, our long-run elasticity estimate of 0.222 is quite a bit

lower than the 0.625 reported by Saylor in Sao Paulo (Brazil). The lowest long-

run supply elasticity for coffee we could find was 0.28 for Espirito Santo, Brazil

(Askari, 1967).

The fertilizer price coefficient implies that, on the average, the farmers'

value of production will decrease by about 1.19/MT for every one MT increase

in fertilizer price. The fertilizer price elasticity of -0.115 suggests that a one
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percent increase in real fertilizer price will lead,to about 0.12 percent decrease in

farmer production.

Despite the lack of statistical significance of coffee producer price and

fertilizer price coefficients, based on economic theory, we firmly believe that they

should be included in the model. The resulting elasticities reflect supply

responsiveness to price changes and are consistent with the economic theory as

well. These point estimates generated by OLS are the best linear unbiased

estimators of the true but unknown parameters. So, they are used in the policy

model.



CHAPTER V

POLICY MODEL ESTiMATION AND RESULTS

Estimation Issues

Policy model (2.17) was modified to enable us to include the effects of the

1980 coffee marketing reform. A dummy variable (Di) was added to account for

the rapid shifts that would have occurred in the state-controlled policy variables

during the post-reform period and to allow social welfare weights to switch

from the pre-reform to the post-reform phases.

Including the dummy variable in (2.17) gives:

= a0 + a .D + a1.E(P'+1) + a11.E(P'+1).D

+ (1 - al).(6/6l).E(ZdI) - all.(S/8l).E(Zd).D

+ (1 - a1).(84/61).D - a11.(8/S1).D + a111.(P1)

P = b0 + + b1.E(P'+1) + b11.E(P'+1).D (5.1)

+ (1 - b1).(y2/y1).Et(Z2) - b11.(y2/?1)'E(Z,2).D

+ b111.(P1)

S1 = c0 + c1.[E(P''+1)-(1/).P'1J + + c3.S1

where i subscripts, i = 2,3,4, refer to the demand shifters in equation (2.3), that

is to the cocoa price, income, and reform dummy variable, respectively; and Z

and y refer, respectively, to fertilizer price and its regression coefficient in

equation (2.4). EP+1 in (5.1) represents expected world coffee price.

Anagolous to the formulation in (2.17), we have
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a0 = [(a - T) + (c5/5).(1 - - d/g)

= [(a - T) + (5/8).(l - A/)J/(2 -

a1 = 1/(2 - d/g)

a11 = 1/(2 -

b0 = [( B -T) - (y0/y1)(l - - s/g)

b00 = [(- B -T) - (y/y)s(l - /)]/(2 -

b1 = 1/(2 - is/Ag)

b11 = 1/(2 -

Co = 0

c1 = 1/2c'

where A, , ) represent post-reform changes in social weights. Here a1, b1, and

c1 are the pre-reform slope coefficients since, before reform, D equals zero; a111,

b111, and c111 are the lagged dependent variable regression parameters. In contrast,

(a1 + a11), (b1 + b11), and (c1 + c11) are the post-reform slope coefficients since,

after reform, D equals one.

We have included in each equation of (5.1) a lagged dependent variable in

order to reflect any tendency of the Salvadoran government to partially adjust to a

perceived optimal policy. The government may only partially adjust to the

optimum in a given year if costs of policy adjustment are high, such as when there

is strong coffee industry resistance to change or when there is uncertainty about

world market behavior. The use of a lagged dependent variable for modelling

partial adjustment behavior is discussed in chapter III.

Policy model equations (5.1) are nonsimultaneous and thus can be

estimated by OLS. However, the policy variables are likely to be linked because

disturbances across equations probably are correlated. Therefore, the Seemingly

Unrelated Regression (SUR) approach proposed by Zellner (Pindyck and
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Rubinfeld, 1981) was used to estimate (5.1). Under such an approach, the

equations forming the SUR are viewed as a single system. The regression

parameters yielded by Zeilner's technique are efficient (that is, give the smallest

standard errors) and are best linear unbiased (BLUE). Zellner's technique is

efficient because it takes into account the nonzero error correlations between

equations. On the other hand, assumption E(uu') = cr2I, is maintained. That is,

error terms are assumed to have constant variance (Johnston, 1984).

SHAZAM's nonlinear regression routine was used to derive SUR estimates

of (5.1) (White, KJ. et al, 1990). SHAZAM fits nonlinear regressions by a

maximum likelihood procedure and is based on the assumption that the errors are

additive and normally distributed. In addition to SUR estimation, the Cochrane-

Orcutt procedure (CO) was employed to correct for first-order serial correlation.

This procedure involves a series of iterations, each of which yields a better

estimate of the correlation coefficient rho () than the previous one. The iterative

procedure stops after converges to a fixed value or after it ceases changing by

more than a specified amount.

Consumer Price Results

Results of the Salvadoran coffee poiicy model are given in tables 2 through

4. Table 2 gives results using the short-run supply slopes, while table 3 gives

results using the long-run supply slopes (see table 1). Table 4 reports the

estimated social weights for both the short and long run, using the simple moving

average and declining weight moving averages as forecasters. There was not much

difference between the log-likelihood values obtained using these two world price

forecasters. However, results using the simple moving average (3.5) are

emphasized here because the declining weight model (3.4) yielded negative c1

coefficients in estimates of (2.17). A negative c1 coefficient implies, contrary to

intuition, that the cost of storing coffee is negative.

The consumer price equation in table 2 shows that, on the average before
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the reform, the Salvadoran government increased wholesale domestic consumer

price by 1.083/MT for every one c/MT increase in expected world price. That

is, the board only slightly over-adjusted to coffee world prices. Since the

coefficients on the slope-corrected demand shifters Et(Zd,l) are just 1 - 1.083

-0.083, these shifters had a slightly negative effect on consumer price before

reform. For example, increasing income by one percent reduced consumer price

by 8.3 percent. However, this effect was not statistically significant.

The lagged consumer price coefficient (a111) in table 2 is almost zero with a

t-statistic less than 1. This suggests the government has adjusted rather rapidly to

consumer prices which it has identified as optimal. Put differently, government has

been unwilling to stabilize consumer prices beyond any stabilization inherent in

social welfare model (2.7) itself.

It is important to see the implications of table 2 for the reform's effect on

consumer price policy. As was just mentioned, the marginal impact (a1) of world

price on consumer price before reform was just 1.083. Thus, from (5.1), =

l.O766)g. After the reform, however, the marginal effect of world price on

consumer price was a1 + a11 = 0.767. This implies that, after the reform, ?d =

O.695)g. It is clear that there has been a change in coffee pricing policy since the

reform. Consumer interests were weighted slightly higher than were state

marketing board interests during the pre-reform period, whereas consumer

interests were weighted well below board interests after the reform. Results are

nearly the same in the model employing the long-run supply responses.

After the reform, there was an upward shift of 14,534 colones/MT in the

curve relating coffee world price expectations and consumer prices. Thus, in the

post-reform period, consumer prices not oniy responded more to world prices

than they did before reform, but were higher at any given level of world price

than they were before reform.



Producer Price Results

Consider now the producer price results where short run supply responses

are assumed. The pre-reform estimated coefficient of expected world price, b1 =

0.766, has standard error of 0.060 and is significantly different from one at the 5

percent level. Hence, from the specification of term b1 in (5.1), it is clear that the

pre-reform is significantly different from ?g. That is, the board valued

government income more than producer incomes prior to the coffee marketing

reform. Solving for as a function of )g gives = O.69S)g; that is, one colon of

producer income was valued the same as 0.70 colon of board income when policy

makers set price and stock levels. To derive the relative weights after the reform,

we add 0.766 and -0.198 in table 2 to obtain a post-reform b1 coefficient of 0.568.

From (5.1), we have then 0.568 = 1/(2 - 's/kg)' so that .s = O.239)tg. Post-reform,

that is, government's concern for producer income relative to board income fell

dramatically. Between 1980 and 1986, one colon of producer income was valued

by government approximately the same as 0.24 colon of board income.

In contrast to the consumer price equation, the autoregressive variable P1

in the supply equation is significant. The coefficient, however, is negative,

implying that government has often over-adjusted to its perceived producer price

optimum. We find this conclusion difficult to believe since governments usually

seek to stabilize rather than de-stabilize producer prices. It is possible that the

estimated rho value of 0.164 is too low and that this has resulted in a biased

coefficient on P1.

Results change little when long-run rather than short-run supply slopes are

assumed (table 3). For example, the post-reform policy weight ratio is =

0.30 using long-run elasticities compared to 0.239 using the short-run elasticities.

Using long-run slopes, one colon of producer income was before reform valued at

0.68 colon of government income, and after reform it was valued at 0.30 colon of

government income.

The increased preference for government income which occurred after the
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reform is reflected also in the coefficient of the first dummy variable appearing in

the P equation of table 2. After taking account of changes in coffee price

expectations and fertilizer prices, producer coffee price P fell an average of 1312

colones per MT after the reform. Since exogenous-variable-corrected consumer

prices also rose after the reform, a further wedge was driven between consumer

and producer prices, increasing government coffee incomes.

Stock Results

The coffee stock equation in table 2 shows that the impact of expected

world price changes on domestic coffee stocks may have risen under the reform

program. Before reform, a one colon/MT increase in expected world price change

raised the board's stocks an average of 7.80 MT. After reform, a one colon/MT

increase in expected world price change served to raise stocks by 7.804 + 7.377

15.181 MT. However, both the pre-reform effect and the difference between pre-

and post-reform effects have a high standard error. Most of the explanation of

current stock levels is provided by lagged stocks, suggesting the board has been

unwilling to adjust stock levels very far for price speculation purposes. Results are

little changed using long-run supply slopes, although coefficients of world price

expectations change somewhat, a consequence of the coefficients' high standard

errors.

Table 4 shows that, using the short-run supply elasticities, d

considerably higher than or before reform; that is, the board valued

a colon of consumer income more than a colon of either producer or government

incomes. However, Xg becomes higher than ) or d after reform. In other words,

although consumer income has been weighted higher than producer income, the

government has valued marketing board income more than producer or consumer

incomes when making post-reform price and stock level decisions. This implies

that policy makers have shaped price and stock policy to favor government

income at the expense of producer and consumer incomes.
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Results change little when long-run rather than short-run supply slopes are

used. For instance, the post-reform weight on producer income is ) = 0.152 using

long-run supply slopes and is ).= 0.124 using short-run supply slopes. It is clear,

in any event, that government incomes are valued more highly than are producer

and consumer incomes after reform. Results obtained using the declining-weight

rather than simple average world price forecaster are qualitatively the same as the

above. However, moderate differences in estimated weights are observed when

the declining-weight forecaster is employed (table 4).



Wholesale Consumer Price (c/MT)

P = 15828 + 14534D, + 1.083E(P1) + 0.316E(P1).D
(157.72) (4455.5) (0.059) (0.074)

- 0.083(62/61)1 - 0.083(63/61)11 - 0.316(62/61)T1.D
(0.059) (0.059) (0.074)

- 0.316(63/61)11.D - 0.083(64/6)D - 0.3l6(64/61)D + 0.095P1
(0.074) (0.059) (0.074) (0.144)

Standard errors are in parentheses.
Post-reform (1980-86) values.

Table 2. Price and Stock Policy Relationships for Salvadoran Coffee
196 1-1986: Results for Short-Run Supply Response.a

Producer Price (c/MT)

P = 1944.9 - 1312.8D + 0.766E(P1) - 0.198E(P1).D,
(304.66) (1280.80) (0.06) (0.156)

+ 0.234(y,/y1)P - 0.198(y,/y1)P.D - 0.473I
(0.06) (0.156) (0.146)

= 8.755; '(2 = -11.802;
Mean P 218744b; sd P 7288b; rho = 0.164

Coffee Stocks (MD

= 7.804[E(P1) - 1/P'j + 7.377D.[E(P+ 1)-1/P1] + 0.813S1
(7.899) (8.009) (0.103)

1/ = 1.02; Mean 5, = 6516000b; sd S 15802b; rho = 0.172
Log-Likelihood value = -723.486
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= -7.754; 62 = 35.527; 63 = 0.819; 64 2774.7
Mean P 1076456b; sd P' = 45.42b; rho = 1.049



Table 3. Price and Stock Policy Relationships for Salvadoran
Coffee 1961-1986: Results for Long-Run Supply Response.a

Wholesale Consumer Price (/MT)

P = 11501 + 14878D + 1.085E(P1) - 0.320E(P1).D
(733.32) (4457.4) (0.06) (0.08)

- O.085(62/s1)P1 - 0.085(63/61)11
(0.06) (0.06)

- 0.320(52/6 )' .D, - 0.320(63/6 1)1j 'D,
(0.08) (0.08)

- 0.085(&4/s1)D - 0.320(64/61)D + 0.106P1
(0.06) (0.08) (0.146)

= -7.754; 62 = 35.527; 63 = 0.819; 64 = 2774.7
Mean P = 1076456b; sd pd 35527b; rho 1.062

Producer Price (c/MT)

P = 2133.8 - 1725.4D + 0.757E(P1) - 0.168E(P1).D
(812.05) (1624.4) (0.077) (0.169)

+ 0.243(y2/y1)P - 0.168P.D - 0.460I
(0.077) (0.169) (0.143)

= 8.755; Y2 = -11.802
Mean P = 218744b; sd ps 2288b; rho 0.169

Coffee Stocks (Ml')

S = 3.970[E(P1) - 1/P1] + 9.768D.{B(P1) - 1/P'1] + 0.830S1
(8.654) (8.181) (0.091)

= 1.02 Mean S 6516000b sd S 15802b rho = 0.098
Log-Likelihood value = -723.486

Standard errors are in parentheses.
Post-reform (1980-86) values.
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Table 4. Estimated Social Weights, Short-Run and Long-Run Policy
Models, El Salvador 1961-1986.

Pre-Reform Post Reform Pre-Reform Post-Reform

Using the simple moving average forecaster

Producer: 0.250 0.124 0.246 0.152

Consumer: d 0.389 0.359 0.391 0.347

Government: 0.361 0.517 0.363 0.501

Using the declining weight moving average forecaster

Producer: A 0.298 0.294 0.290 0.3 ii

Consumer: Xd 0.363 0.286 0.367 0.278

Government: 0.339 0.421 0.343 0.411
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In the thesis we have attempted to explain the major factors determining

Salvadoran coffee prices and coffee reserve stocks. In particular, the thesis is

concerned with the effects on the coffee economy of the 1980 coffee pricing and

export policy reform. Simultaneity of stock and price level determination is

emphasized. The overall approach is to assume that the government seeks a

trade-off among the interests of producers, consumers, and government income.

This involves assuming that policy makers have in mind a social welfare function

whose parameters or weights we seek to estimate. Our interest specifically is in

developing an approach for measuring welfare weight changes resulting from

switching from a competitive to a controlled market during the policy reform.

Results show that, on average during the pre-reform period (1961-79), the

Salvadoran government weighted consumer interests more highly than producer or

marketing board interests. In contrast, government marketing board interests were

valued more highly than were consumer or producer interests after the reform

(1980-86). Preference for government income is consistent with results obtained

by other researchers examining policy formation in third world countries.

Before the reform, consumer prices tended to slightly over-adjust to

changes in world coffee prices. After reform, consumer prices significantly under-

adjusted to world coffee price variations. We found also that consumer prices

have adjusted rather rapidly to levels the government has identified as optimal.

Producer prices, on the other hand, apparently have over-adjusted to the

government's perceived producer price optima. This latter conclusion is difficult to

understand since governments usually seek to stabilize rather than de-stabilize

producer prices. Finally, government has been unwilling to adjust stock levels very

far for purposes of price speculation. Results changed little when long-run rather
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than short-run supply slopes were used.

The utilitarian social welfare function utilized here does not include

financing issues, which one ought in fact to consider when making policy

recommendations. The model also is limited by its use of linear functional forms

for supply and demand, and by its implied assumption of risk neutrality. However,

these assumptions enable us to formulate a simple and coherent economic model

which reveal the underlying economic interrelationships in the Salvadoran coffee

industry.



NOTES

Government has intervened most in the production, financing, and
marketing of export goods. Data available for 1975-81 (Garcia, J.A., 1983)

reveals that, on average, coffee, sugar cane, and cotton captured more than
60 percent of Central Reserve Bank financing for production and trade.
More than 38 percent of the private finance system's funds also were
loaned to farmers dedicated to those export staples, whereas less than 10
percent went for the production of basic goods and services such as maize,
beans, rice, and fruits, clothing, transportation, electricity, and gas.

These problems have been studied elsewhere [MenjIvar (1966, 1980);
Colindres (1976); Anderson (1982)] and are characterized by high
economic power concentration linked to a narrow distribution of income.
According to Osegueda Jiménez (1987), fifty percent of the population in
1980 received only 12 percent of the income and 20 percent earned 66
percent of the income.

In 1985 the Salvadoran Coffee Association {AsociaciOn Cafetalera
Salvadoreña, (ASCAFE)] complained about these new marketing board
policies. The complaints were (Proceso, 1987) that:

producer prices were lower than world prices;

there were obstacles to owning property and hiring labor due to
government intervention; and

the private sector could not participate in the market, so could not earn
profits from trading.

Because of these negative factors, the coffee industry had reduced supply
below that prevailing before the reform.

This criticism is supported by organizations such as the Coffee Processors
and Exporters Association [Asociación de Beneficiadores y Exportadores
de Café, (ABECAFE)], the board of directors of private firms' associations
[Asociación Nacional de Ia Empresa Privada, (ANEP); AsociaciOn
Salvadorefla de Industriales, (ASI)], and the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry [Cámara de Comercio e Industria de El Salvador, (CCIES)].

For instance, it has been said (Proceso, 1988) that the coffee production
decrease has been brought about from land abandonment to the National
Liberation Front [Frente Farabundo Marti para la LiberaciOn Nacional,
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(FMLN)]. It also is due, some say, to the private processors' and exporters'
neglectful attitude toward participating in governmental coffee policy.

Wet Process (Liévano de Cáceres, 1980) consists in eliminating the pulp
(exterior skin) after which a thick, sticky substance (mucilage) covers it. To
remove the pulp, fresh-grape coffee goes through a cylinder surrounded by
a steel plate. The cylinder has internal protuberances and rotates in front
of a moving floodgate. After pulp removal, the coffee is deposited in
concrete containers from 16-to-24 hours while it ferments. Fermentation
depends on ambient temperature and its period can be reduced by using
chemicals. The grain is drawn out of the containers by using spades or
pumps.

The definition of each natural coffee type (Liévano de Cáceres, 1980) is as
follows: (1) Fresh-grape (cherry) is the ripe coffee before the wet process. It
is also called 'cherry' because it is similar in terms of shape and color to
cherry. (2) Parrot is unripe coffee. (3) Gathered is the coffee that falls on
the ground due to either disease or sudden ripeness caused by rainfall. It is
gathered from the ground and processed.

Washed coffees may be defined as follows: (1) Fine-washed is the top
quality coffee resulting from the wet process. (2) Washed's-undertow is the
coffee of lowest quality. (3) Floater is coffee without a sweet juice and is
eliminated for its low weight. (4) Washed's foam is a very low-quality coffee
resulting from the wet process. (5) Other includes coffee deteriorated by
events such as water fermentation.

As pointed out by Liévano de Cáceres (1980), the drying process consists of
two steps. First, the wet grain is spread on the ground to be dried by the
sunshine It is constantly moved by using rakes or domestically
manufactured tractors (sometimes this process is performed by machines
that use hot air.) When coffee is dried to 12 percent moisture, the
parchment exterior is striped off. A polisher machine then is used to
friction the coffee and peel off the silver skin. After these two steps are
completed, the gold (or green) coffee remains and is ready to be roasted.

The International Coffee Organization regularly reports the average of the
daily price of El Salvador Central Standard, Guatemala Prime Washed,
and Mexico Prime Washed. If quotations for one or two of these coffees
are not given, the daily price reported is either the average of the
remaining two or the price of the third one (Panamerican Coffee Bureau,
1975).

Specifically, diminution refers to the additional number of pounds of fresh
grape coffee needed to get 100 lbs. of green (gold) coffee. For the wet
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process the legal equivalence is 552.5 lbs grape coffee = 120 lbs parchment
coffee. For the dry process, the figure is 552.5 lbs grape coffee = 90 lbs
gold coffee.

To obtain a value, we estimated the average growth rate (r) of the
Salvadoran real gross national product (GNP) which, calculated from 1960
86 data, was 2 percent. Thus, 1/ = 1/1.02. GNP in this study is deflated
with the Salvadoran consumer price index (CPI). Annual GNP data are
available in millions of colones (current market prices) in IMF's Financial
Statistics Yearbook.

Gujarati's model was intended for pedagogical purposes and included real
coffee price as the only explanatory variable. The own price elasticity
reported by this author should be taken with a grain of salt in view of the
incomplete model specification.
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APPENDIX A

CLASSICAL LINEAR MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

Basic statistical assumptions, pertaining to the probability distribution of

the error term, are necessary in order to specify regression model (2.3), (2.4). It

is formally represented in the one-explanatory-variable case as

= a + /3X1 + for alli = 1,..., m (A.1)

where Y1 is the dependent variable, X the explanatoiy variable, and the stochastic

disturbance, and a and /3 are the regression parameters, which are unknown. The

subscript i refers to the ith observation.

Model (A.1) is stochastic, implying that for every value of X there is a

probability distribution of values of Y. This means that we can never forecast the

true value of Y with certainty.

Regression model (A.1) is based on the following assumptions:

Normality: is normally distributed.

Zero mean: E(e1) = 0 for all i conditional disturbances.

Homoskedasticity: Var(1) = a2 for all i conditional disturbances, where

a2 is a constant.

Non-autocorrelation: Cov(1,c) = 0 (i+j)

Nonstocha.stic X Values of X are fixed in repeated samples.

Assumption (1) assures that the density curve of the continuous random

variable is a normal curve. Assumption (2) implies that the expected value, or

mean, of each conditional distribution of is zero. The third basic assumption

states that has the same conditional variance regardless of the values of X. The

fourth assumption says that the error terms are not correlated across the

conditional distributions. This means that the value of each must be
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independent of other values of of . Assumption (5) indicates that all X1 values

are uncorrelated with the values; thus, the X1 are independent of the . The

regression model (A.1) and the five basic assumptions (1) through (5) represent

the classical normal linear model (Kmenta, 1986).
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APPENDIX B

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS

Substituting linear demand and supply functions (2.3), (2.4) into lines 2 and
3 (eq. 2.15), solving the integrals, and dropping "t,t' "t + 1," and 't- 1" subscripts for
simplicity, we have:

00

CS = f[ôo-8lPt'+2E(Zd)JdP'

Pd

[6pd - 1/2 6i (pd)2 + 62 E(Zd) pd
pd

= {[6 + 2 E(Zd)]2 /2 6} -
pd + 1/2 6

(pd)2 - 62 E(Zd) pd (B.1)

PS = f[yo+y1Psy2E(Z)]dPs

+ 1/2 y1 (PS)2 + ?2 E(Z5) PS

= PS + 1/2 y1 (ps)2 + Y2 E(Z5)
S (B.2)

Substituting B. 1, B.2, and (2.14) into (2.16), we have:

E(Y) = {[S + E(QS) - E(Qd)](PT) + (Pd-a)[60 61pd + 62 E(Zd)]

- (PS + )[ + + Y2 E(Zj] - cS2 - {(1/).S.(Pw - T)}

+ d (CS) (B.3)

- (PS)



The derivative of (B.3) with respect to F' is

dE(Y) Ag S (F" - T) - g 1

(Pd - a) E(Q')I(Ag - Ad)

= Ag S (P"'-T) + Ag Si (P'-a) +

+
51pd

- 2 E(ZdYI(Ag - Ad)

The derivative of (B.3) with respect to S is

= Ag y1(PW - T) - Ag Yi (PS +) - E(QS)(Ag As)

= Ag Yi (PW - T) - Ag Yi (PS +) -

- [Yo + Yl + Y2 E(Zs)I1(Ag - As)

The derivative of (B.3) with respect to S is

dE(Y')
dS

_Ag{(PWT)2AgcS(1R)(PWT)}

Setting B.4, B.5, and B.6 equal to zero and solving for pd, S and S yields:

pd = a + a1P" + (1 - a)(82/Sl)E(Zd);

1Ad/Agsince 1 - a1

P5 = b + b P - (1 - b)(y2/y1)E(Zj;

since 1 - b1 2 - As/Ag

S = c + c [F"' - (1/)PW]
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APPENDIX C

DATA USED FOR ESTIMATING COFFEE SUPPLY, DEMAND, AND
POLICY MODELS, EL SALVADOR, 196o1986.a

TEAR PRODUCER FERTILIZ. CONSTJR CONSUR DISPOS. COCOA

COFFEE PRICE, COFFEE COCOA INCOME J0RLD

PRICE A1ONIT.Tht PRICE PRICE (MILL. PRICE

SULPHATE (/T) (c/MT) C) (C/MT)

(/cr)
60 3477.1.4 2265.84 19146.46 6027.38 3071. 6021.74

61 3180.41 1700.60 19109.58 6040.09 3174 6043.48

62 2922.98 1679.82 18869.66 6029.98 3587 6021.74

63 2926.89 2862.87 18440.33 6300.45 3763 6304.35

64 3987.1.0 2949.02 20404.02 6045.64 4074 6043.48

65 3558.76 3184.02 19626.27 5507.37 4321 5500.00

66 3515.76 1433.57 18495.97 6182.22 4636 61.73.91.

67 3073.63 3835.55 18323.95 64g0.77 4796 6500.00

68 2977.44 3869.85 17531.53 6769.12 4841. 6760.87

69 3186.68 3906.60 16692.35 7955.71 5034 7956.52

70 4160.81 3979.26 1.7277.36 6265.42 5295 6260.87

71 3286.40 4349.72 17115.17 6382.73 5535 6391.30

72 3560.82 4624.28 1.6894.23 6329.52 581.9 6326.09

73 4293.20 1532.66 1.6036.68 61.61.23 6324 6152.17

74 3737.18 301.2.05 14031.26 6622.76 6394 6630.43

75 3004.95 2702.70 11970.80 6943.69 6085 6934.78

76 6342.38 1930.87 11594.58 7631.87 7371 7630.43

77 1.1823.80 1892.89 21368.95 7796.78 7591. 7804.35

78 5746.26 1828.36 23152.84 8273.84 7723 8232.61

79 4954.65 1665.29 19160.97 7620.39 7536 7630.43

80 3387.41. 2101.14 1.6072.11 5931.17 6601. 5934.73

81 2178.07 1782.30 14013.73 3562.81 5559 3565.22

82 2273.44 1193.46 12822.88 2843.62 51.14 2847.33

83 1857.93 1157.67 11546.73 2866.13 5059 2869.57

84 1879.38 1036.33 1.1.135.58 2786.53 91.09 2782.61

85 1689.91 1389.77 9760.90 2186.31 5301 2195.65

86 2045.94 927.65 1.0294.86 1563.78 5589 1565.22

(a) All prices and disposable income in this table are deflated using the
consumer price index (CPI). World prices were multiplied by the market
exchange rate in El Salvador (colones/US$) and deflated with the
Salvadoran CPI. refers to Salvadoran colones.

Sources:

Revista de Estadfsticas, Central Reserve Bank of El Salvador.
Indicadores Económicos y Sociales, El Salvador Ministry of Planning.
Fertilizer Yearbook, FAQ.
Commodity Review and Outlook, FAQ.
International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF.
Statistics on Coffee, International Coffee Organization.
Foreign Agricultural Circular: Coffee - World Situation. tJSDA.
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

DATA USED FOR ESTIMATING COFFEE SUPPLY, DEMAND,
AND POLICY MODELS, EL SALVADOR, 196O1986.a

(a) See footnote on first page of this table.

64

YEAR COFFEE
CARRY-IN
STOCEE()

COFFEE
PRODUCTION

(ff)

DO)STIC
COFFEE
CONSUTION
()

CONSU
PRICE INDEX
(DEC. 1978=

100)

MAREET
EXCHANGE
RATE
($1=C)

COFFEE
WORLD
PRICE
(/MT)

60 10980 87120 6240 42.92 2.5000 5089.09

61 10920 1.15800 6360 41.75 2.5000 4878.93

62 4260 98280 6600 41.82 2.5000 4774.60

63 4200 114240 7320 42.44 2.5000 4616.49

64 7980 123120 7300 43 .15 2.5000 5817.67

65 27420 108600 7800 43.42 2.5000 541.0.99

66 32460 116100 81.60 42.90 2.5000 4701.27

67 13380 1.43580 8400 43.54 2.5000 4682.1.0

68 29580 109020 8700 44.64 2.5000 4370.71

69 20760 148080 8820 44.54 2.5000 5346.92

70 47580 1.23240 9480 45 .80 2.5000 5281.70

71. 64080 160800 9600 45 .98 2.7143 591.6.04

72 85620 1.34280 10080 46.71 2.7143 6926.40

73 64320 1.42200 10260 49 . 75 3.0159 8324.85

74 82800 228000 10620 58.10 3.0609 6248.69

75 97680 121800 10800 69.19 2.9267 9306.79

76 66600 156600 11100 74.06 2.9046 6227.49

77 33120 168000 11400 82.81 3.0368 3097.43

78 40440 205380 1.1700 93.30 3.2570 21.1.51

79 31.260 199320 1.2000 108 .69 3.2933 981.74

80 44340 176400 12000 127.53 3.1885 6374.49

81 71.520 173160 12000 1.46 .44 2.9099 5600.1.4

82 102900 168000 12000 163.60 2.7578 4520.23

83 96900 144000 12000 185 .07 2.6174 41.66.88

84 54900 160800 12000 206.74 2.4505 3345.13

85 56040 2.38000 10800 252.56 2.7461. 41.33.1.8

86 29520 136500 1.0800 333.64 6.1160 4287.49
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

DATA USED FOR ESTIMATING COFFEE SUPPLY, DEMAND,
AND POLICY MODELS, EL SALVADOR, 196o1986.a

(a) See footnote on first page of this table.
(a) Values computed for the lagged fertilizer price.

65

1960-86: 3667.73 2599.61 15949.81 5745.09 5529.60 5745.57

1980-86: 2187.44 1fl7.00 10764.56 3105.76 6047.38 3108.70

t . Dev.

1960-86: 1968.20 1125.48 4668.43 1848.81 1478.58 1848.61

1980-86: 565.46 609.01 5173.59 1393.02 1445.42 1393.00

PRODUCER FERTILIZ. CONSTJ)R COMSUR DISPOS. COCOA

COFFEE PRICE, COFFEE COCOA INCOME WORLD

PRICE ANIUM PRICE PRICE (lILL. PRICE

(/) SULPH.AIE (c/MT) (C/MT) C) (C/ST)



APPENDIX C (Continued)

DATA USED FOR ESTIMATING COFFEE SUPPLY, DEMAND,
AND POLICY MODELS, EL SALVADOR, 1960.1986.a

(a) See footnote on first page of this table.

66

COTTEZ
CARRY-IN
ST0C

COFTEZ
PEODUCTION
off)

DOTIC
CUFF!!
CONSUMP-

COFFEE
WORLD
PRICE

() TION
(1ff)

4561.3.33 144460.00 9797.78 4986.631.960-86:

1980-86: 65160.00 1.56694.00 1.1657.14 4632.51.

St. Dev.

1.960-86: 30331.22. 33673.60 1941.57 1849.38

1.980-86: 26970.07 16943.74 585 .54 1.018 .65




